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atmospheric trace-gas retrievals to improve the accuracy of the calculated CO2 absorption coefficients. CO2
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were tested. Laboratory spectra were best reproduced for the strong CO2 band when using HITRAN 2008
spectroscopic data with air-broadened widths divided by 0.985, self-broadened widths divided by 0.978, line
mixing coefficients calculated using the exponential power gap (EPG) law, and a speed-dependent parameter
of 0.11 used for all lines. For the weak CO2 bands, laboratory spectra were best reproduced using
spectroscopic parameters from the studies by Devi et al. in 2007 coupled with line mixing coefficients
calculated using the EPG law. A total of 132,598 high-resolution ground-based solar absorption spectra were
fitted using qSDV + LM to calculate CO2 absorption coefficients and compared to fits that used the Voigt line
shape. For the strong CO2 band, the average root mean square (RMS) residual is 0.49 ± 0.22% when using
qSDV + LM to calculate the absorption coefficients. This is an improvement over the results with the Voigt
line shape, which had an average RMS residual of 0.60 ± 0.21%. When using the qSDV + LM to fit the two
weak CO2 bands, the average RMS residual is 0.47 ± 0.19% and 0.51 ± 0.20% for bands 1 and 2, respectively.
These values are identical to those obtained with the Voigt line shape. Finally, we find that using the qSDV +
LM decreases the airmass dependence of the column averaged dry air mole fraction of CO2 retrieved from the
strong and both weak CO2 bands when compared to the retrievals obtained using the Voigt line shape.
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Abstract
A quadratic speed‐dependent Voigt spectral line shape with line mixing (qSDV+LM) has been included in
atmospheric trace‐gas retrievals to improve the accuracy of the calculated CO2 absorption coefficients.
CO2 laboratory spectra were used to validate absorption coefficient calculations for three bands: the
strong 20013<‐00001 band centered at 4850 cm‐1, and the weak 30013<‐00001 and 30012<‐00001
bands centered at 6220 cm‐1 and 6340 cm‐1 respectively, and referred to below as bands 1 and 2. Several
different line lists were tested. Laboratory spectra were best reproduced for the strong CO2 band when
using HITRAN 2008 spectroscopic data with air‐broadened widths divided by 0.985, self‐broadened
widths divided by 0.978, line mixing coefficients calculated using the Exponential Power Gap (EPG) law,
and a speed‐dependent parameter of 0.11 used for all lines. For the weak CO2 bands, laboratory spectra
were best reproduced using spectroscopic parameters from the studies by Devi et al. in 2007 coupled
with line mixing coefficients calculated using the EPG law. A total of 132,598 high‐resolution ground‐
based solar absorption spectra were fitted using qSDV+LM to calculate CO2 absorption coefficients and
compared to fits that used the Voigt line shape. For the strong CO2 band, the average root mean square
1

(RMS) residual is 0.49 ± 0.22% when using qSDV+LM to calculate the absorption coefficients. This is an
improvement over the results with the Voigt line shape, which had an average RMS residual of 0.60 ±
0.21%. When using the qSDV+LM to fit the two weak CO2 bands, the average RMS residual is 0.47 ±
0.19% and 0.51 ± 0.20% for bands 1 and 2, respectively. These values are identical to those obtained
with the Voigt line shape. Finally, we find that using the qSDV+LM decreases the airmass dependence of
the column averaged dry air mole fraction of CO2 retrieved from the strong and both weak CO2 bands
when compared to the retrievals obtained using the Voigt line shape.
Key words: CO2, Absorption coefficient, Line mixing, Speed‐dependence, high‐resolution solar spectra
1. Introduction
The increasing global‐averaged land‐surface temperature has been attributed to the rise in radiative
forcing due to increasing concentration of greenhouse gases (GHGs). There has been a 7.5% increase in
radiative forcing from well‐mixed GHGs from 2005‐2011 with 80% of this increase due to CO2, making it
the most important anthropogenic GHG [1]. Sources and sinks of CO2 are located near the Earth’s
surface, with their location and strength derived from in situ measurements. The density of in situ sites
is relatively high over North America and Europe while low over South America, Africa, and the oceans.
To determine the global distribution of CO2, space‐based measurements of reflected sunlight have been
made by SCIAMACHY from 2002 to 2012 [2], the Japanese Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite
(GOSAT) from 2009 to the present [3], and NASA’s Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO‐2) from 2014 to
the present [4]. GOSAT and OCO‐2 use the strong 20013<‐00001 CO2 band centered at 4850 cm‐1 and
the weak 30013<‐00001 CO2 band (referred to as “band 1” below) centered at 6220 cm‐1) [3] [4] while
SCIAMACHY uses the weak 30012<‐00001 band centered at 6340 cm‐1 (referred to as “band 2” below)
along with another band to retrieve total columns of CO2. High‐resolution ground‐based solar
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absorption spectra from the Total Carbon Column Observing Network [5] are used to validate the space‐
based measurements with total columns of CO2 retrieved using both weak CO2 bands.
For CO2 measurements from space to be useful for carbon cycle studies, they must be made with an
accuracy better than 1 ppm [6] [7]. This requires high‐precision spectroscopy with accurate spectral line
shapes for calculating CO2 absorption coefficients [8]–[12]. Laboratory studies of CO2 spectroscopic
parameters and spectral line shapes [8]–[12] assert that the Voigt spectral line shape is insufficient for
modeling the spectral line shape of CO2 to attain the necessary precision and accuracy for carbon cycle
studies. These studies claim that speed‐dependence, collisional narrowing, and line mixing need to be
taken into account when calculating absorption coefficients for both weak CO2 bands. Hartmann et al.
[13] used two days of direct sun solar absorption spectra, recorded with a Fourier transform
spectrometer at Park Falls (Wisconsin, USA), using absorption coefficients calculated with a Voigt line
shape with line mixing. Total columns of CO2 were retrieved using the strong CO2 band and the weak
CO2 band. The authors showed that taking line mixing into account improved spectral fits and decreased
the airmass dependence of the dry‐air mole fraction (XCO2) for both bands, with the greatest impact on
the strong CO2 band. Hartmann et al. [13] further showed that the airmass dependence of XCO2
retrieved with a Voigt spectral line shape is not geophysical in nature due to the inadequacy of the Voigt
spectral line shape. If this is not taken into account, it could lead to incorrect inferences about regional
sources and sinks.
Thompson et al. [14] compared the performance of absorption coefficients calculated with the software
of Lamouroux et al. [15] with that of the OCO‐2 approach for taking both line mixing and speed‐
dependence into account. Validation of these absorption coefficients was done by simulating laboratory
spectra for the measurement conditions and fitting high‐resolution ground‐based solar absorption
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spectra. By taking into account both speed‐dependence and line mixing, fits to solar absorption spectra
were improved and the airmass dependence of XCO2 decreased.
The goals of this study are: (1) to show that using the quadratic speed‐dependent Voigt (qSDV) spectral
line shape of Tran et al. [16] with first‐order line mixing coefficients and temperature dependence
calculated using the exponential power gap law is a viable approach for calculating CO2 absorption
coefficients, and (2) to assess the impact this has on retrievals of CO2 total column amounts. To
accomplish this we test several spectral line lists (developed using line shapes described by Voigt, Voigt
with line mixing, or speed‐dependent Voigt with line mixing) by evaluating their ability to reproduce
high‐resolution laboratory spectra under a variety of conditions. We then fit high‐resolution solar
absorption spectra taking into account speed‐dependence and line mixing in the absorption coefficient
calculations. Section 2 of this study provides a review of the spectral line shapes. A description of how
first‐order line mixing coefficients are calculated for a temperature range of 250‐350 K is described in
Section 3. Laboratory spectra are used to assess the calculation of CO2 absorption coefficients in Section
4. Finally, in Section 5, solar spectra recorded at four TCCON stations are fitted using a Voigt and qSDV
line shape with line mixing (qSDV+LM). The quality of the spectral fits is assessed along with the
resulting impact on the XCO2 airmass dependence.
2. Spectral Line Shapes
The CO2 absorption coefficients are calculated using different spectral line shapes and spectroscopic
parameters and compared to determine the best combination. This section describes how absorption
coefficients are calculated, taking into account pressure broadening, Doppler broadening, speed‐
dependence, and line mixing.
2.1 Line Mixing
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Line mixing occurs when the difference between rotational energy levels within the same vibrational
level is smaller than the thermal energy. This allows inelastic collisions to transfer population from one
rotational level to another [17]. The absorption coefficient for lines that are coupled can be calculated
using the equation [18]:
1

where

∙

∙

is the absorption coefficient at a given frequency ,

dipole moments,
line centers,

is the pressure,

∙

(1)

is a column vector of the transition

is a diagonal matrix of Lorentz widths,

is a diagonal matrix of

is a diagonal matrix of lower state populations for each transition,

is the relaxation

matrix describing the coupling of spectral lines, and is the identity matrix. The diagonal elements of
are Lorentz widths and the off‐diagonal elements are the collisional transfer rate
the transfer of population from lower rotational level

, which represents

to higher rotational level . For a molecule in

thermodynamic equilibrium, the rate of upward transfer is related to the rate of downward transfer
through the detailed balance condition:
(2)
where

is the population of rotational level

off‐diagonal elements of

and

is the population of rotational level [11]. The

are related to the diagonal elements of

through the sum rule, resulting

in the equation:

1
2

where

denotes the upper vibrational level and

1
2

(3)

denotes the lower vibrational level as

stated in Ref. [11].
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The

for CO2 can be modeled using the exponential power gap (EPG) law [18]:
∆

where ∆

∆

(4)

is the difference between rotational energy levels and ,

is the Boltzmann constant,

is the temperature, and a1, a2, and a3 are coefficients that need to be determined (refer to section 3 for
details on how they are calculated). Once the coefficients are determined, the EPG law is used to
calculate the off‐diagonal elements of

using the equation:

(5)

where

0.56 is the parity bias [11].

For lines that weakly overlap, the Rozenkranz first‐order approximation [19] can be used to simplify Eq.
1, resulting in the absorption coefficient for the aysmmetrical Voigt line shape:
1
(6)

where

is the intensity of spectral line, ,

is the pressure shift and

is the line mixing coefficient.

The latter is calculated using [17]:
2∑

and the Lorentz width,

,

(7)

, varies according to the equation:

=P

(8)
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where

is the temperature, and

is the exponent of temperature dependence. When

equals zero in

Eq. 6 this leads to the Lorentz line shape.
2.2 Voigt with Line Mixing
For retrievals from atmospheric spectra, it is necessary to take both pressure broadening and Doppler
broadening into account. Convolving the Doppler profile with Eq. 6 [17] results in the absorption
coefficient using the asymmetric Voigt line shape (or Voigt with line mixing):
1

1

ln 2

/

,

,

,

,

(9)

where

ln 2

/

,

ln 2

/

(10)

is the Doppler width at a given temperature, and is the complex probability function. Setting

to

zero in Eq. 9 would result in absorption coefficients calculated with a Voigt line shape.
2.3 Speed‐Dependent Voigt with Line Mixing
Speed‐dependence arises when the collision speed between the absorbing and perturbing molecules
cannot be adequately described by just the mean speed of the Maxwellian speed distribution. Both the
Lorentz width and shift will vary depending on the speed of collision. These are calculated by the
formula given in [20]:
v

P

1

v

1.5 ,

v

P

1

v

where v is the ratio of the speed of the absorbing molecule to its most probable speed,
dependent Lorentz parameter and

1.5 ,

(11)

is the speed‐

is the speed‐dependent pressure shift parameter. This creates a
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Lorentz profile for each speed that is averaged over a Maxwellian velocity distribution. The absorption
coefficients calculated using a speed‐dependent Voigt line shape with line mixing are given by:

2

with

replaced with

v

v in

and

v

replaced with

1
2

v in

v

1

(12)

and all other terms as defined

above. To enhance computational efficiency, the quadratic‐speed‐dependent Voigt (qSDV) from Ref.
[16] was used to calculate absorption coefficients when using the speed‐dependent Voigt with line
mixing spectral line shape.
3. Calculating the Line Mixing Coefficient
The line mixing coefficient for a given CO2 band is calculated using the EPG law (Eq. 4) to model the rate
of transfer between rotational levels. In order to use Eq. 4, the a1, a2, and a3 coefficients need to be
determined. When constructing

, the columns of the matrix should sum to zero (Eq. 3). Substituting

Eq. 4 into Eq. 3 and also taking detailed balance into account (Eq. 2) results in an over‐determined
system of equations, with n equations (where n is the number of spectral lines), and three unknowns.
The coefficients a1, a2, and a3 are determined by solving the system of non‐linear equations using the
Levenberg‐Marquardt algorithm. It should be noted that we assume only coupling between lines in the
same branch, following Ref. [10]. Once a1, a2, and a3 are determined, all off‐diagonal elements of

are

calculated by substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 5. Eq. 7 is then used to determine the line mixing coefficient for
each line.
Given that the Lorentz width changes with temperature (Eq. 8), the line mixing coefficient will also have
a temperature dependence. The line mixing coefficient of each line was thus calculated for a
temperature range between 250‐350 K at 2 K intervals. Figure 1 shows the line mixing coefficient
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, for the P(24) spectral line of the weak CO2 band 1. A quadratic line is

plotted as a function of

fitted to the data showing that

can be accurately modeled by a quadratic equation, similar to Ref.

[17], making it easy to use in any retrieval algorithm:
296

where

,

, and

(13)

are the coefficients for line determined by fitting a quadratic line to the

data. The coefficients
line so that

296

,

, and

are then stored in a list with the other spectroscopic parameters for

can be easily calculated using Eq. 13. However, the calculated

will be different

for collisions of CO2 with air, it self and H2O. To adequately take into account all types of collisions, the
total line mixing coefficient

for a given line will be calculated using:
.

where

.

.

is the dry air mole fraction of the collision partner (air, self or H2O),

(14)

,

, and

are the line mixing coefficients calculated for the different collision partners and modeled by
Eq. 13. We assume that the Lorentz widths from collisions with H2O are 1.35 times the air‐broadened
widths. So when calculating

, the air‐broadened Lorentz widths are increased 35% to calculate

the rate of transfer between rotational levels. In order to calculate

, there will be nine

parameters for each CO2 line. Given Eq. 11, the Lorentz width is not only a function of T but also v,
when speed‐dependence is taken into account. Ref. [21] shows that there is negligible difference
between using a speed‐dependent and speed‐independent line mixing coefficient. So in this study,

is

simply a function of T when speed‐dependence is taken into account in the spectral line shape.
4. Fitting Laboratory Spectra
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To assess the absorption coefficients calculated for CO2 using the spectral line shapes described in
Section 2 for both the strong and weak CO2 bands, spectra calculated using the GFIT retrieval program
[5] [22] were compared to laboratory spectra recorded at known laboratory conditions (temperature,
humidity) and known CO2 amounts in a temperature‐controlled absorption cell with an optical path
length of 29.30 m. The absorption coefficients were calculated using spectroscopic parameters from
different laboratory studies that retrieved the parameters using three spectral line shapes: Voigt (Eq. 9
with

0), Voigt with line mixing (Eq. 9), and speed‐dependent Voigt with line mixing (qSDV from

Tran et al. 2013). The line mixing coefficients for a given set of spectroscopic parameters were
calculated as described in Section 3. The different spectral line shapes were compared and the best
spectral line shape was chosen as the new standard to calculate CO2 absorption coefficients when fitting
solar spectra based on the ability to model laboratory spectra.
4.1 Fitting a CO2 Laboratory Spectrum for the Strong CO2 Band
For the strong CO2 band, a laboratory spectrum was recorded at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
using a Bruker 125HR Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) at a resolution of 0.0044 cm‐1. The cell
contained a total gas pressure of 0.7892 atm at 296.1 K with 4.96% being 12C‐enriched 16O12C16O [14].
Figure 2a shows the measured laboratory spectrum. The forward model contained in the GGG software
suite [5,22] was used to simulate the measured spectrum by calculating the absorption coefficients
using three different line shapes: (1) a Voigt, (2) Voigt with line mixing, and (3) quadratic speed‐
dependent Voigt with line mixing (qSDV+LM). The spectroscopic parameters used to calculate the
absorption coefficients with the different spectral line shapes are from HITRAN 2008 [23] and HITRAN
2012 [24]. How the HITRAN 2008 and HITRAN 2012 spectroscopic parameters were modified for
appropriate use with the qSDV+LM will be explained later in this section. It should be noted that the
different spectral line shapes were only used to calculate the absorption coefficients for CO2 lines for the
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strong CO2 band. Absorption coefficients for all other spectral lines were calculated assuming a Voigt
line shape and spectroscopic parameters from the default spectral line list, atm.101 [25], which is
provided with the GGG software package [5,22]. The atm.101 line list [25] is a combination of
spectroscopic parameters from HITRAN and other studies that use a Voigt spectral line shape when
calculating absorption coefficients. The assumption we make about all other CO2 lines in this window is
adequate because the strengths of the CO2 lines in the strong CO2 band are approximately 15 times
greater than the other CO2 lines, and including speed‐dependence and line mixing for these weak lines
had no effect on the quality of the spectral fits.
Figures 2b and 2c show the residuals (measured minus calculated spectrum) for absorption coefficients
calculated using a Voigt line shape and spectroscopic parameters from HITRAN 2008 (Figure 2a) and
HITRAN 2012 (Figure 2b). The overall fit, given by the RMS (root mean square) residual, is slightly better
when using the HITRAN 2012 spectroscopic parameters. However, both residuals show the same
systematic structure. Figures 3a and 3c are plots of the P‐branch residuals from 4832.5‐4836.6 cm‐1 and
Figures 3b and 3d show the R‐branch residuals from 4870‐4874 cm‐1 using a Voigt line shape with
HITRAN 2008 and HITRAN 2012, respectively. These residuals clearly show an asymmetric structure
regardless of the spectroscopic parameters used to calculate the absorption coefficients.
Figures 2d and e show the residuals for absorption coefficients calculated using a Voigt line shape that
includes line mixing with HITRAN 2008 (Figure 2d) and HITRAN 2012 (Figure 2e) parameters. HITRAN
2012 CO2 Lorentz widths were calculated by adjusting intermolecular parameters from Refs. [26]–[28] to
model the speed‐dependent Voigt widths that were measured in Refs. [8] and [9]. Lamouroux et al. [29]
has shown that the HITRAN 2012 air‐ and self‐broadened widths need to be adjusted in order to
calculate absorption coefficients with a Voigt line shape with line mixing. In this work (as well as
Lamouroux et al. [29]), the adjustment was done by determining the transition‐averaged ratio of Lorentz
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widths measured using a Voigt line shape to the speed‐dependent Voigt line shape, and then multiplying
by this factor. In the studies by Predoi‐Cross et al. [10] and [11], air‐ and self‐broadened Lorentz widths
were measured using the Voigt and speed‐dependent Voigt line shapes. The average ratio of all the air‐
broadened Lorentz widths measured in Ref. [10] using a Voigt line shape to those measured using the
speed‐dependent Voigt line shape is 0.985 (as determined in Ref. [29]). For self‐ broadened Lorentz
widths (measured in Ref. [11]) this ratio is 0.978 (as determined in Ref. [29]). So to convert from Voigt
air‐broadened Lorentz widths to speed‐dependent Voigt air‐broadened Lorentz widths, we divide the
Voigt air‐broadened Lorentz widths by 0.985 (and for self‐broadened Lorentz widths we divide by
0.978). Since the HITRAN 2012 Lorentz widths represent speed‐dependent air‐ and self‐broadened
Lorentz widths [29], we want to convert from speed‐dependent Voigt to speed‐independent Voigt so we
multiply the air‐ and self‐broadened widths by 0.985 and 0.978, respectively. Figure 2e shows the
residual obtained with the adjusted HITRAN 2012 widths and a Voigt with line mixing. The overall
spectral fit was improved for both HITRAN 2008 and HITRAN 2012, but slightly better for HITRAN 2008
than HITRAN 2012. Figures 3e and 3f shows that the asymmetry has been substantially diminished when
using HITRAN 2008 with a Voigt line shape and line mixing. The result is the same for HITRAN 2012
(Figures 3g and 3h) but a “w” structure remains at line center for all the lines shown in the plots
irrespective of line parameters.
Multiple laboratory studies have shown that in addition to line mixing, speed‐dependence should also
be taken into account [8]–[11]. To do this empirically, the same speed‐dependent parameter
was used for all lines. This is the average value of
further assume that

0.11

from the measurements of Ref. [8] and [9]. We

is the same for both air‐ and self‐broadened widths as done in Refs. [8] and [9]. In

order to use HITRAN 2008 parameters with the speed‐dependent Voigt line shape, the air‐ and self‐
broadened widths were multiplied by 1/0.985 and 1/0.978 respectively, while HITRAN 2012 parameters
were returned to their original values.
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Figures 2f and 2g show the residuals obtained using the qSDV+LM to calculate the absorption
coefficients with HITRAN 2008 and HITRAN 2012 spectroscopic parameters. The overall spectral fit
improved for both sets of spectroscopic parameters when speed‐dependence was taken into account in
addition to line mixing. Figures 3i and 3j show that the residual at line center was reduced when using
qSDV+LM and the empirically scaled HITRAN 2008 spectroscopic parameters. The results were the same
for HITRAN 2012 (Figures 3k and 3l), but the empirical HITRAN 2008 parameters fitted the spectrum
better than the empirical HITRAN 2012 parameters. Therefore when fitting solar spectra for the strong
CO2 band, the new CO2 absorption coefficients will be calculated using qSDV+LM and the empirically
scaled HITRAN 2008 spectroscopic parameters.
4.2 Fitting a CO2 laboratory Spectrum for the Weak CO2 bands
In this section, the absorption coefficients are calculated using either a Voigt line shape, Voigt with line
mixing, or qSDV+LM spectral line shape. The line mixing parameter is calculated, following the method
of Section 3, for widths determined for the weak CO2 bands. Absorption coefficients for all weak lines in
the spectral fitting windows are calculated with a Voigt line shape and spectroscopic parameters from
HITRAN 2012.
Currently, the forward model uses spectroscopic parameters from the atm.101 line list [25] for the weak
CO2 bands with a Voigt spectral line shape. These CO2 spectroscopic parameters are an earlier version of
parameters from Ref. [30] that consistently produced the best fits to multiple high‐resolution solar
absorption spectra recorded at multiple TCCON sites. Figures 4a and 5a show the measured spectra for
both bands, recorded at JPL using a Bruker 125HR FTS at a resolution of 0.00667 cm‐1. The total gas
pressure is 0.7892 atm at 295.3 K with 9.03% being 12C‐enriched 16O12C16O [14]. Figures 4b and 5b show
the difference between the measured and calculated spectra, the latter using a Voigt with spectroscopic
parameters from the atm.101 line list [25] for both bands. Figures 4c and 5c show the residual when a
13

Voigt line shape with line mixing and spectroscopic parameters from the atm.101 line list [25] are used
to calculate the absorption coefficients. The overall fit (given by the RMS residual), and the systematic
structure in the residual has improved as a result of including line mixing.
A series of studies by Predoi‐Cross et al. on the CO2 spectral line shape were published starting in 2007.
Ref. [10] fitted laboratory spectra using both a Voigt and speed‐dependent Voigt with line mixing
spectral line shape. Air‐broadened half‐widths, pressure shifts, and line mixing coefficients were
measured in this study. Line intensity, self‐broadened half‐widths, pressure shifts, and line mixing
coefficients were measured by Ref. [11]. In both these studies, line positions and the speed‐dependent
parameters were taken from Ref. [8] for the weak CO2 band 1, and Ref. [9] for the weak CO2 band 2. The
temperature dependence of air‐broadened half‐widths was determined in Ref. [32]. Figures 4d, 4e, and
4f show the spectral fits with a Voigt, Voigt with line mixing and qSDV+LM line shape for the weak CO2
band 1. Figures 5d, 5e, and 5f are the same as Figure 4 but for the weak CO2 band 2. For both weak CO2
bands the fits get better when line mixing is used and improve further when speed‐dependence is also
taken into account. Including speed‐dependence and line mixing with spectroscopic parameters from
Ref. [10], [11], and [32] results in better fits to the laboratory spectra than the atm.101 [25]
spectroscopic parameters with a Voigt line shape.
Finally, the spectrum was calculated using the spectroscopic parameters from Ref. [8] for the weak CO2
band 1, and Ref. [9] for the weak CO2 band 2, using qSDV+LM. The residuals of the fit are shown in
Figures 5g and 6g for both windows. In this case, the fits for both windows are better than all other line
shape models. Therefore when fitting solar spectra, the new absorption coefficients will be calculated
using the qSDV+LM and spectroscopic parameters from Ref. [8] and [9].
5. Fitting Solar Spectra
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High‐resolution solar absorption interferograms used in this work were recorded at a resolution of 0.02
cm‐1 with Bruker IFS 125HR FTS instruments located at four TCCON stations: Eureka, Canada; Park Falls,
USA; Lamont, USA; and Darwin, Australia [5]. Interferograms are corrected for solar intensity variations
[33], phase errors, and laser sampling errors [22]. They are then fast Fourier transformed into spectra
[35]. Surface pressure, temperature and other weather data are also recorded at each site. The surface
pressure measurements are used to derive the site pressure‐altitude for each spectrum as described in
Ref. [5]. In the spectral fitting process, the forward model uses daily a priori profiles for temperature,
pressure, humidity, and H2O from 6‐hourly National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP/NCAR)
reanalysis data [36]. This is coupled with daily a priori profiles created by empirical models for CO2 and
other trace gases [5]. The GFIT code is used to retrieve a volume mixing ratio scale factor (VSF) that is
applied to the a priori profile to calculate the total column amount of CO2.
5.1 Fitting the Strong CO2 Band
A typical Eureka (eu) [37] solar spectrum recorded at SZA 84o on March 17, 2014 was fitted using the
Voigt with HITRAN 2012 CO2 spectroscopic parameters and qSDV+LM and the empirical HITRAN 2008
parameters for the strong CO2 band (see Figure 6). All other spectral lines, except solar lines, were fitted
using a Voigt line shape with parameters from the atm.101 line list [25]. Solar lines were calculated using
the empirical solar line list [38]. Figure 6 shows two residual spectra (measured minus calculated) in the
top panel, where the green line indicates the residual for the current retrieval and the blue indicates the
residual taking speed‐dependence and line mixing into account. The bottom panel shows the measured
and calculated spectra, as well as the contribution from the various other absorbing species in this
window. Taking both speed‐dependence and line mixing into account reduces the structure in the
residual and decreases the RMS residual, but some structure remains.
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For a more robust test, solar spectra from Eureka, Park Falls (pa) [39], Lamont (oc), and Darwin (db) [40]
were fitted with the qSDV+LM spectral line shape. All four sites record spectra in accordance with
TCCON standards and represent a large range of atmospheric conditions (hot, cold, wet, dry, etc.).
Figure 7 shows the RMS residual for the spectral fits plotted as a function of SZA. Figure 7a shows the
RMS residual resulting from fitting the spectra using the Voigt spectral line shape with HITRAN 2012
parameters. Figure 7b shows the RMS residual of the spectral fits when using the qSDV+LM and the
empirical HITRAN 2008 parameters. Figure 7c shows the percent difference of the RMS residual
between the qSDV+LM and Voigt spectral line shapes for the different sites. The spectral fits improve as
a function of SZA with the greatest improvement at SZA of 82o with the new CO2 absorption coefficients.
Above 82o SZA, the difference decreases as a function of SZA. The average RMS residual using a Voigt
line shape is 0.60 ± 0.21% and using qSDV+LM is 0.49 ± 0.22%.
The dry air mole fraction,

, is calculated using:
⁄

where

∗ 0.2095

(15)

is the weighted average of the columns retrieved from both weak CO2 bands,
is the column retrieved from the 7885 cm‐1 window with a Voigt line shape and taking

collision‐induced absorption (CIA) into account [41], and 0.2095 is the assumed dry air mole fraction of
O2 in the atmosphere. Calculating

in this way reduces errors common to both CO2 and O2 (e.g.,

solar pointing errors, small instrument line shape errors, etc.) since they are retrieved from the same
spectrum in adjacent spectral regions [5].
Figure 8 shows

retrieved using both spectral line shapes for the four sites. Figure 8a shows

calculated using the CO2 column retrieved with a Voigt line shape and Figure 8b shows

calculated

from the CO2 column retrieved using qSDV+LM. Figure 8c shows the percent difference for the
retrieved using the different spectral line shapes ((XCO2qSDV+LM‐ XCO2Voigt)/ XCO2Voigt). At the lowest SZA,
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0.1% more CO2 is retrieved with the new absorption coefficients with the difference decreasing until SZA
of approximately 20o where there is no difference in CO2 between the two retrievals. Less CO2 is
retrieved using the qSDV+LM as a function of SZA (for SZA>20o) peaking at about 2% less at SZA of 85o.
For SZA greater than 85o, the retrieval done with the Voigt line shape retrieves less CO2 (airmass
dependence changes) and so the difference between the spectral line shapes decreases. The absolute
mean percentage difference in XCO2 retrieved using the two sets of absorption coefficients is 0.40 ±
0.42% using measurements from all sites.
5.2 Fitting the Weak CO2 Bands
Figure 9 shows a typical spectral fit for the weak CO2 band 1 for a measurement taken at Eureka at a SZA
of 84o. The top panel shows the residual using a Voigt line shape (red) with spectroscopic parameters
from the atm.101 line list [25] and using qSDV+LM (blue) with parameters from Ref. [8]. Figure 10 shows
the same spectrum but for the weak CO2 band 2. Systematic structure seen in the Voigt residual is
reduced in both windows when using the qSDV+LM spectral line shape. However, some systematic
structure in the spectral fits remains.
Figures 11 and 12 are the same as Figure 7 but for the weak CO2 bands 1 and 2 respectively. For both
windows, as the SZA increases, the spectral fits are best when the qSDV+LM is used. The impact of the
new absorption coefficients on the RMS residuals increases with SZA. At a SZA of 85o, the RMS residual
at Eureka decreased by 25% while at Darwin it only decreased by 5%. The mean RMS residual from all
measurements for the weak CO2 band 1 was found to be 0.47 ± 0.19%, and 0.51 ± 0.20% for the weak
CO2 band 2 when using a Voigt spectral line shape. Using the qSDV+LM, the mean RMS residual is 0.47 ±
0.20% for the weak CO2 band 1 and 0.51 ± 0.20% for the weak CO2 band 2. Given the change in the
spectral fit, this will have an impact on the retrieved CO2 column amount.
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Figure 13 shows XCO2 for the CO2 column that is the weighted average of CO2 columns retrieved from
the weak CO2 bands as a function of SZA for all four sites, in the same way as in Figure 8. At all four sites,
the column of CO2 retrieved using qSDV+LM is 0.5% greater than the Voigt retrieval at a SZA of 1o. As the
SZA increases, so does the amount of CO2 retrieved with qSDV+LM compared to the Voigt. At 70o SZA,
the column of CO2 retrieved with qSDV+LM is 0.6% greater compared to the Voigt retrievals. For SZA
greater than 70o, the difference between the two retrievals decreases until a SZA of approximately 85 o.
Less CO2 is retrieved with the qSDV+LM compared to the Voigt line shape for SZA greater than 85o. The
absolute mean % difference in XCO2 retrieved using the two sets of absorption coefficients is 0.57 ±
0.09% using measurements from all sites.
To compare the two weak CO2 bands, we look at the correlations between retrieved VSFs. Figure 14a
shows the correlation between the VSFs retrieved using a Voigt spectral line shape. Figure 14b shows
the correlation between the VSFs retrieved using the qSDV+LM. The line of best fit (black line) is also
shown in each plot along with the correlation coefficient (r). The correlation between the weak bands is
good as indicated by r, which is 0.88 for both spectral line shapes.
Discussion
Our choice of speed‐dependence and line mixing scheme was shown to improve the accuracy of fits to
laboratory spectra for the strong and weak CO2 bands. We chose the EPG law to model off‐diagonal
relaxation matrix elements because Ref. [10] showed that it gives better results for modeling first‐order
line mixing coefficients than the Energy Corrected Sudden (ECS) law. Using the EPG law has two
advantages: (1) we can construct the full relaxation matrix to take into account mixing between multiple
lines in the branch of a band; and (2) we can calculate the temperature dependence of the first‐order
line mixing coefficient (shown in Section 3). Off‐diagonal relaxation matrix elements from Ref. [8] and [9]
were not used to constuct the relaxation matrix because the temperature dependence of these
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parameters is not avaliable. Ref. [14] mentions that neglecting the temperature dependence of line
mixing could be one of the sources of the remaining residual structure in their modeling of laboratory
spectra of the strong and weak CO2 bands.
We chose to use first‐order line mixing instead full line mixing for two reasons: first, the studies by Ref.
[10] and [11] fitted laboratory spectra using first‐order line mixing, and second, to address the need to
decrease the computation time for absorption coefficient calculations. To compute full line mixing
requires calculation of the relaxation matrix and then diagonalization and inversion, which are
computationally intensive processes. With our approach, there is no need to compute the relaxation
matrix, as this is done off‐line: all we need is Eq. 13 to take into account first‐order line mixing for air,
self, and H2O collisions.
One of the assumptions we make when computing Lorentz widths of CO2 is that the H2O‐broadening is
1.35 times the air‐broadening. However, the study by Ref. [42] shows that it is more likely to be twice
the air‐broadened width for rotational quantum number (J) higher than 10. This might have a small
impact on measurements made through a wet atmosphere. If a study is done to determine the H2O‐
broadened Lorentz width of CO2 for the strong and weak CO2 bands, the first‐order line mixing
coefficient for collisions with H2O can be recalculated.
The qSDV of Ref. [16] was used to take speed‐dependence into account instead of the numerical
integration scheme used in Ref. [14] to minimize absorption coefficient computing time. In Ref. [16] the
numerical integration scheme was compared to the qSDV and the difference between calculated values
was found to be on the order of 10‐9. When fitting solar spectra, absorption coefficients are calculated
on our server at the University of Toronto. Daily absorption coefficient calculations are performed using
an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5‐2643 v2 @ 3.50GHz processor and takes approximately 4.5 s for a day’s
worth of solar spectra for the Voigt calculation for the weak CO2 band 1. With the qSDV, the absorption
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coefficient calculations take approximately 9 s, which is the result of having to do the Voigt calculation
twice when calculating the qSDV.
Recently studies by Ref. [43] and [12] have shown the need to take into account Dicke (collisional)
narrowing when fitting CO2 transitions for the weak CO2 band 1 and the strong CO2 band respectively.
Any remaining residual structure seen when modeling the laboratory spectra might be due to neglecting
Dicke narrowing when calculating the absorption coefficients. Assessing the impact of including Dicke
narrowing in our absorption coefficient calculations could be done when the relevant parameters for
the partially‐correlated quadratic speed‐dependent hard collision spectral line shape of Ref. [16] for all
CO2 transitions in the strong and weak CO2 bands become available.
Using speed‐dependence and line mixing to calculate absorption coefficients in the manner described
here could be beneficial for CO2 vertical profile retrievals. Vertical profile information comes from the
spectral line shape: the wings of the spectral line carry information about CO2 near the surface and the
line center has information primarily about the higher altitudes [44]. The wings of the line are sensitive
to effects like line mixing, while the center of the line can be affected by speed‐dependence. A spectral
line shape that takes these effects into account will allow more accurate profile retrievals. Partial
columns of CO2 have been retrieved using the weak CO2 band 1 [44], [45] the strong CO2 band [46]. Use
of the qSDV+LM should be tested with a vertical profile retrieval algorithm to assess the impact of
speed‐dependence and line mixing on the quality of the profile retrieval. When comparing the VSFs
retrieved from the different bands, we have shown that the correlation between the weak CO2 bands
for both the Voigt line shape and qSDV+LM is the same. This is because a consistent set of spectroscopic
parameters was used for both retrievals, and may also be due to their similarity in terms of strength and
wavelength proximity.
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There are two differences between the empirical parameters that we used for the strong CO2 band
compared to those used for the weak band. The first is that the line intensity was not changed and since
the line intensity represents the integrated line absorption, the choice of spectral line shape affects the
line intensity. Ref. [43] showed that the spectrum area obtained using a Voigt line shape was 2% lower
than the speed‐dependent Nelkin‐Ghatak line shape. Since not much is known about the intensity
changes between the Voigt and speed‐dependent Voigt, the intensities were left unchanged. The
second difference is that we used the same speed‐dependent parameter for all CO2 lines in the strong
band. The studies by Ref. [8] and [9] show that the speed‐dependent parameter has a J dependence. So
these two differences could be why the correlation between the weak and the strong bands are so poor
even when speed‐dependence and line mixing are taken into account. If a study similar to Ref. [8] and
[9] was done for the strong CO2 band, it would be easy to incorporate those spectroscopic parameters
into our absorption coefficient calculations to check the correlation between the VSFs retrieved
between the strong and the weak bands.
In Section 5, we show that the airmass dependence of XCO2 is different for the different spectral line
shapes used for absorption coefficient calculations in the retrieval of CO2 total columns. Currently,
TCCON XCO2 is retrieved from both weak CO2 bands using a Voigt spectral line shape and the airmass
dependence is corrected using an empirical formula detailed in Appendix A, Section (e) of Ref. [5]. This
airmass dependence must be corrected, otherwise this artifact would alias into the seasonal cycle and
lead to spurious biases between sites, as the mean SZA changes throughout the year and with latitude.
The empirical correction works well for XCO2 recorded up to a SZA of 82o but fails to fit the shape of the
airmass dependence for measurements taken at higher SZA (Figure 6 of Ref. [5]). Using the qSDV+LM
spectral line shape, the empirical airmass correction can be extended to measurements made at SZA ≥
82o. This would result in more data available from all TCCON sites.
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Conclusion
We have demonstrated an effective and efficient method to account for speed‐dependence and line
mixing when calculating absorption coefficients. The use of qSDV to take into account speed‐
dependence, and the EPG law to calculate first‐order line mixing, was validated using laboratory spectra
for the strong and weak CO2 bands. High‐resolution ground‐based solar spectra were fitted and total
columns of CO2 were retrieved using a Voigt spectral line shape and using qSDV+LM. We find that
including both speed‐dependence and line mixing improved the quality of the fitted spectra and
changed the XCO2 airmass dependence when compared to the retrievals using the Voigt line shape. Less
CO2 was retrieved from the strong CO2 band as a function of SZA. For the weak CO2 bands, the quality of
the fitted spectra improved and less CO2 was retrieved using qSDV+LM compared to using the Voigt line
shape for SZA greater than 70o. When comparing VSF retrieved from the different bands, we showed
that there needs to be a consistent set of spectroscopic parameters for absorption coefficient
calculations so that the difference in VSF retrieved for the different bands is reduced. The scheme to
take both line mixing and speed‐dependence into account proposed in this study can be easily
implemented into a retrieval algorithm in order to improve the quality of spectral fits for both the strong
and weak CO2 bands.
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the P(24) line mixing coefficient calculated using spectroscopic
parameters from Devi et al. Ref. [8]. A quadratic line is fitted to the data, and the coefficients of the line
can be used to calculate the line mixing coefficient at any given temperature.
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Figure 2: Panel (a) shows the laboratory spectrum of air‐broadened CO2 for the strong CO2 band. The
next six panels show the residuals (measured minus calculated spectra). (b) Voigt line shape with
HITRAN 2008. (c) Voigt line shape with HITRAN 2012 parameters. (d) Voigt line shape with line mixing
and HITRAN 2008. (e) Voigt line shape with line mixing and HITRAN 2012 parameters, with the air‐
broadened widths scaled by 0.985 and self‐broadened widths scaled by 0.978. (f) qSDV+LM and HITRAN
2008 parameters, with air‐broadened widths divided by 0.985 and self‐broadened widths divided by
0.11 is used for all lines. (g) qSDV+LM and HITRAN
0.978. The same speed‐dependent parameter
0.11 for all lines.
2012 parameters and,
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Figure 3: Same as Figure 2, showing details of the residualsfor P(24)‐P(26) (panels a,c,e,g,i, and k) and
R(22)‐R(26) (panels b,d,f,h,j, and l).
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Figure 4: Panel (a) shows the measured laboratory spectrum for the weak CO2 band 1. The next six
panels show the residuals for a given set of spectroscopic parameters and a spectral line shape used to
calulate the CO2 absorption coefficients for the weak CO2 band 1. (b) Voigt with atm.101 [25]. (c) Voigt
with line mixing and atm.101 [25]. (d) Voigt with Predoi‐Cross et al. (Ref. [10], [11], and [32]). (e) Voigt
with line mixing and Predoi‐Cross et al. (Ref. [10], [11], and [32]). (f) qSDV+LM and Predoi‐Cross et al.
(Ref. [10], [11], and [32]). (g) qSDV+LM and Devi et al. (Ref. [8]).
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Figure 5: Same as Figure 4, but for absorption coefficients calculated for weak CO2 band 2.
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Figure 6: A typical Eureka spectrum recorded at a SZA of 84.39o on March 17, 2014 for the strong CO2
band, as shown in red dots on the bottom panel. The calculated spectrum, using qSDV+LM, is shown
with black dots and the contribution from all species follows the colour code of the legend on the right.
The top panel shows the two residuals (measured minus calculated spectrum). The red line is the
residual for CO2 absorption coefficients caculated using HITRAN 2008 parameters with a Voigt line
shape. The RMS for the red residual is 0.80% (RMS1 in plot). The blue line is the residual when CO2
absorption coefficients are calculated using the adjusted HITRAN 2008 parameters with qSDV+LM. The
corresponding RMS residual is 0.61% (RMS2 in plot).
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Figure 7: The RMS residual of solar spectra fitted with a Voigt (panel a) and qSDV+LM (panel b) spectral
line shape for the strong CO2 band as a function of SZA. The percent difference between the RMS
residual obtained using the Voigt and qSDV+LM spectral line shapes is shown in panel c. Eureka
measurements are in green, Park Falls in light blue, Lamont in red, and Darwin in dark blue.
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Figure 8: XCO2 (using CO2 column retrieved from the strong CO2 band) plotted as a function of SZA. In
panel a, XCO2 was calculated using CO2 column retrieved using a Voigt. Panel b, XCO2 was calculated
using CO2 column retrieved using a qSDV+LM. The percent difference ((XCO2qSDV+LM‐ XCO2Voigt)/
XCO2Voigt)x100 is shown in panel c.
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Figure 9: A Eureka spectrum recorded at a SZA of 84o on March 17, 2014 for the weak CO2 band 1, as
shown in red dots on the bottom panel. The calculated spectrum using, qSDV+LM, is shown with black
dots and the contribution from all species follows the colour code of the legend on the right. The top
panel shows the two residuals (measured minus calculated spectrum). The red line is the residual for
CO2 absorption coefficients caculated using Ref. [25] parameters with a Voigt line shape. The RMS for
the red residual is0.35% (RMS1 in plot). The blue line is the residual using Ref. [8] parameters with
qSDV+LM. The corresponding RMS residual is 0.29% (RMS2 in plot).
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Figure 10: Same as Figure 9, but for the weak CO2 band 2.
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Figure 11: Same as Figure 7 except RMS residual is for the weak CO2 band 1.
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Figure 12: Same as Figure 7 except RMS is for the weak CO2 band 2.
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Figure 13: Same as Figure 8 except XCO2 is calculated using CO2 column retrieved from the weak CO2
bands.
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Figure 14: Correlations between the VSF retrieved using the weak CO2 bands with the absorption
coefficient calculated using: (a) the Voigt spectral line shape, (b) the qSDV+LM line shape.
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